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Motivation
● Same hardware for different software

○ 5-qubit fully connected

● Scalability of the quantum computer
○ Multiple ions per register, multiple registers per computer

● High fidelity for results
○ improvable by technical advance

● Fast and easy setup



Are Ions the magic answer?



Why Ions?
● Storable for few days
● Relatively long coherence time (2.53 seconds)
● Fast and secure initialization of states
● Universal gates implementable
● Good (but slow) readout of states



Methods: Paul Trap



Methods: Laser Cooling

(please transfer your attention to the blackboard)





Methods: Optical Pumping
The Ytterbium (Yb+) Ion



Actually it’s much more complicated...



The Setup
Photomultiplier Tube:

-one channel per ion
-scaleable
-counts #photons

AOM:
-Acousto-Optic Modulator
-splits Raman Beam
-individually adresses ions, using channels

Raman beam:
-Stimulates the ions
-Uses Raman Scattering
 → Controllable wavelength



 Mølmer-Sørensen Gate

Transition paths of states

Using two laserbeams with  ωeg+δ,ωeg-δ
→ Detuning from sideband frequencies

Summing for path leads to cancellation of the 
n-dependence

χij = geometric phase of integrated Ising    
Interaction





XX-and R-Gates

R-Gate

Θ = angle around equator
Φ = angle between this rotation-axis and x-axis

XX-Gate

χij = geometric phase
αij=sgn(χij)
→ Two qubit entangling rotation

Two σxσx-Ising interaction of two qubits (remember  
Mølmer-Sørensen Gate)  



From Native to Universal Gates

CP

 β = sgn(θ) χij = αij|θ|/4

CNOT

χij = ±π/4



Bernstein-Vazirani Algorithm

-Input: x = n-bit string 
f(x) = 1-bit number

-Output: a = n-bit string

-Function: f(x) = x*a (mod 2)

-Equivalent to Deutsch-Josza
→ Usage of Superposition



QFT



Fidelity
Controlled starting state:

99.99%

Single qubit measurement:
|0〉 : 99.74%
|1〉 : 99.09%

5-qubit measurement:
95.32%

Error reasons:
-Measurement inaccuracy

-Interaction of qubits

-Environment interaction

-Decay of entanglement or initial state

-Inaccurate beam (spillover <4%)

-native gate errors <2%
→ standard logic gate errors (<5%)



The Good News?
These are technical problems → refined hardware 

decreases dominating error factors



Conclusion

Whats Done?

Computational flexibility

Scalability ( → slowdown of XX-Gates)

Reliable and fast

Whats next?

Beam optimization to reduce errors

Test on larger scale

Potentially optimize gates



Questions?


